the seed out of all of the greens but one, a punchbowl, where the seed was all washed to the center and sprung rich and plentiful in a small spot. Dr. Walter S. Harben gathered some of this grass that grew in the bottom of the punchbowl and cut it up with scissors and planted it in rows with startling results which was the production of our Washington strain bent.

"Undoubtedly, with their unusual care and precision, Carter's can trace this order and maybe locate the source of this particular lot, thus establishing the real place of nativity of the Washington strain."

Uses Peat Moss to Protect Turf From Gallery Damage

JOHN McNAMARA, greenkeeper at the Pittsburgh Field club, solved the problem of keeping clubhouse grounds from becoming damaged by the trampling of tournament crowds by sprinkling peat moss liberally on well-traveled grassy areas during the PGA championship. Peat moss also was put on the paths around tees and greens with the result that the large gallery and the rains left no signs of tourney wear.

McNamara, who succeeded his late and widely-known father as the club’s greenkeeper, had the course in marvelous condition for the tournament. Commenting on the Field club’s excellent maintenance, Emil (Dutch) Loeffler, veteran pro and supt. at Oakmont, remarked:

"The course is a credit to the way young John was trained by a very able father. The boy knows every handful of grass and soil on the course and knows how it should be treated.

"I’ll make a brag that the Pittsburgh district has the best conditioned courses

Brand THAT MAVERICK!

Golf Balls without Fulname Marking are like cattle without brands — both are easy prey to enterprising chiselers.

Fulname Marking!
The positive branding iron. Demonstrated by actual trial — installed if satisfied FREE OF CHARGE under liberal plan.

Write TODAY for details.

THE FULNAME CO. (Stg. O.)
CINCINNATI, OHIO

NOT HARD TO FIGURE-

GREATER COVERAGE
FEWER APPLICATIONS
NO SPRAYER DAMAGE
REAL ORGANIC MERCURY + PROTECTION

MONEY SAVED!

How SPECIAL SEMESAN cuts the cost of controlling Brown Patch

There are really four reasons why so many greenkeepers are turning to Special SEMESAN for brown patch control. It goes farther — one pound covers 6,000 square feet of green. It need not be applied so frequently as the inorganic mercurials in severe brown patch weather, so it reduces labor costs. It saves sprayer repairs by not damaging the rig. And because it contains two real organic mercurials, it gives turf as complete protection against brown patch as any money can buy! 5 lbs., $7.00; 25 lbs., $33.00; 100 lbs., $129.00. Easily applied in water solution or dry with compost. Send a postcard request now for free turf disease pamphlet.

BAYER-SEMESAN CO., INC.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

SPECIAL SEMESAN — as well as Regular SEMESAN and NU-GREEN, the two original Du Bay brown patch fungicides — may be obtained from your own supply house. Regular SEMESAN and NU-GREEN prices sent on request.
associated PAGE FENCE distributors maintain national consulting, estimating and fence erecting service of special interest and value to golf club presidents, directors, greens chairmen and keepers.

Write for complete information about PAGE golf fence and name of nearest PAGE FENCE distributor.

PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION
Dept. G7
Bridgeport, Connecticut

America’s First Wire Fence—Since 1883

PREVENT BROWN PATCH

MERCURY is the active ingredient which controls BROWN PATCH.

Leading Turf Authorities have found Fungicides are effective in proportion to their MERCURY CONTENT and endorse a Mixture of 2/3 Calomel and 1/3 Corrosive Sublimate for EFFECTIVE and MOST ECONOMICAL RESULTS.

PFIZER MERCURIAL MIXTURE contains 81% MERCURY and has proved most satisfactory to Foremost Clubs.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

PFIZER MERCURIAL MIXTURE
Corrosive Sublimate
Calomel
CHAS. PFIZER & CO., Inc.
444 W. Grand Ave. 81 Maiden Lane
Chicago New York

of any district in America and I think that the basic reason for this high standard is the length of time good men have spent at the courses. Charley Nuttall has been at Fox Chapel twelve years, John Quaill has been at Highland for more than fourteen years as greenkeeper and was born and raised on the course, Bob Smith has been at Westmoreland better than twelve years and Davie Bell has been at St. Clair more than ten years."

A golf course equipment exhibition and demonstration sponsored by the Western N. Y. Greenkeepers’ Ass’n., and planned to be conducted annually, was presented at the Genesee Valley Park muny course, June 8. Custer Stallman of Durand-Eastman Park course was in charge of the event which was well attended and successful in every respect. Greenkeepers from Canada and other sections of New York state helped to swell the attendance.

A brown-patch control dye demonstration was made by Al Schardt of Wanakah CC (Buffalo district). The entertainment committee, headed by Jim Connaughton, Monroe CC; Bob Henderson, Buffalo CC; and James Reid, Ridgmont CC, president of the Western N. Y. group, brought the day to a close with an informal and pleasant session.

DR. S. W. EDGECOMBE, extension horticulturist, will continue the work with the greenkeepers of Iowa formerly conducted by V. T. Stoutemyer of the Iowa State College staff. Stoutemyer is going with the Division of Plant Exploration and Introduction, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture at the Glenn Dale, Md., station.

Iowa greenkeeping owes a great deal to the abilities, interest and energy of Stoutemyer who was a moving spirit of the successful short courses at the state school and worked closely with greenkeepers on their field problems.

Trade Tournaments for Extra Funds—Shackamaxon CC, N. Y. Met. district private club that rarely permits a trade tournament, let down the bars once this year. The income was spent for a new tractor the club needed badly. It’s not a bad idea for segregation trade tournament funds for new equipment purchases when trade tournaments are infrequently permitted,